Activity

Date today __________

Draw the clouds you see today! (or take a couple pictures of the sky today, if there are trees or buildings in the photo we will be able to see scale of clouds, etc. – if no camera, write a quick description of the sky – color, cloud cover)

Which way is the wind blowing? Get your finger wet, then hold it up to determine what direction that is. There may be a compass on your phone. ____________________________

Pick up a few dried leaves from the ground. Toss them in the air to see how hard the wind is blowing (and from which direction)

The wind is (circle one):
   None – light – mild – steady – gusty – strong - heavy

Today feels (use a few descriptive words for the weather today):

__________________________

Look for a thermometer and record the temperature. Your teacher may have a thermometer, or you can use a weather app on your computer or mobile device.

Temperature today _________________________

How does the weather feel to you? (Circle one)
   cold – chilly – cool – fair – mild – warm – hot

Tomorrow will be:
Use your phone app to find out what the weather will be like tomorrow. What is the forecast?

Forecast

____________________________________________________________________________________